
 £18,499 + £565 delivery

BAILEY
PHOENIX 644

FACT FILE
›Berths 4
Length
›Body 5.84m
›Overall 7.37m
›Width 2.21m
›Headroom 1.96m
›Heating Truma Combi
Weight 
›MIRO 1219kg
›MTPLM 1374kg

BAILEY CARAVANS
T 01179 665967
W baileyofbristol.co.uk

● Bailey Phoenix models are 

akin to Unicorn and Pegasus 

in shape.

● Phoenix models have full-

sized ovens and separate 

grills, whereas their Pursuit 

predecessors had combination 

grill-ovens. And the new 

models have four-burner hobs, 

compared with Pursuit’s three. 

● The single-axle 644 has the 

popular transverse-island-bed 

configuration with a full-width 

rear shower room that’s in 

every manufacturer’s line-up. 

● The shower room has two 

towel hooks and a loop, a 

large mirror with a line of 

bright LEDs focusing from 

above, two cabinets and 

plenty of shelves.

● Kitchen storage is first-rate 

for a mid-sized caravan, with 

a large double-doored cabinet 

and wide cutlery drawer above.

● The hob has two covers, 

one glass and one above that, 

which matches the kitchen 

surface, increasing surface 

area before you start cooking. 

It also makes the kitchen look 

very neat and tidy.

● The fridge is opposite the 

hob, housed in a dresser that 

also accommodates the 

microwave, at a height that 

most caravanners will find to 

be convenient.

● Lighting runs above all of 

the top lockers. There are four 

mains sockets and USB 

charging ports in the bases of 

three of the four spotlights.

● The stylish and well-

appointed Phoenix 644 is one 

of the lightest transverse 

island beds on the market, a 

key consideration for matching 

towing weights to towcars.

● The high-arching central 

front window and the 

practicality of the double hob 

cover are both key attractions 

of this new caravan, and the 

the large volume of kitchen 

storage space makes this a 

strong contender for 

lengthy tours.

See our video review of 
this caravan online at
caravan.ma/vanreviews
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Kitchen storage is first rate for a compact caravan

›MIRO 1219kg
›MTPLM 1374kg
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